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Can you help the lazy princess?
Focus: adding -ed, -ing, -er and -est to a root word

in a nutshell
Teacher subject knowledge for this unit:

The ‘y’ is changed to ‘i’ before -ed, -er and -est are added, but not before -ing as this would 
result in ‘ii’. The only ordinary words with ‘ii’ are skiing and taxiing.

Word list

root word -ed -ing -er -est

reply replied replying

spy spied spying

copy copied copying copier

cry cried crying crier

carry carried carrying carrier

worry worried worrying worrier

happy happier happiest

pretty prettier prettiest

lazy lazier laziest

1   introduce/Review

 ● Give the children a card each from The Lazy Princess (see ‘You will need’). Alternatively, the 
children could choose an ending and write it on their whiteboards and use this instead.

 ● Read the story of The Lazy Princess and ask the children to listen very carefully to the 
ending of the words. Ask the children to hold up their card when they hear a word 
which uses the ending of the card that they hold. For example, if they have the card 
‘er’ then they need to hold up this card when they hear a word that has this ending, 
e.g. happier.

 ● Read the story and check that the children are holding their cards up at the correct 
times.

 ● Swap the cards around and repeat the story. Credit should be given for words that do 
not follow the week’s spelling pattern but do have an ending shown on their card, e.g. 
daughter, lived.

2   teach

 ● Tell the class that this week they are looking at words that end with a ‘-y’ and how their 
spelling changes when we add a different suffix.

 ● Ensure that the children understand the term ‘suffix’. (A suffix is a group of letters added 
on to the end of a root word.)

 ● Write the word happy on the whiteboard, then write the word happier. Ask the children 
what has happened to the suffix in this word. Underline the digraph -er. Repeat for 
happiest, underlining the suffix -iest. Highlight to the children that the -y has been replaced 
by an ‘i’. Remind the children of the previous week’s work changing a noun ending -y into 
a plural by adding an ‘i’ then -es, and draw similarities with these words that also end with 
a -y.

 ● Now write cry on the whiteboard and ask the children what they think might happen if you 
add the suffix -ed. Show that this follows the rule: take off the ‘y’ and add an ‘i’.

You will need:
Access online 
resources at My 
Rising Stars: www.
risingstars-uk.com

● The Lazy 
Princess story 
and cards cut 
out

● Reminder 
bubble words 
ending -y for 
display

● Match my 
ending per child

● Add my suffix 
per child and for 
display

● Suffix finder per 
child and for 
display
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 ● Now show them the word crying and ask whether this has also followed the rule. Highlight 
that by adding -ing the -y has remained and has not been replaced by an ‘i’. 

 ● Explain that the only two words that do not follow this rule are skiing and taxiing.
 ● Show the Reminder bubble words ending -y (see ‘You will need’) and ensure that the 

children know what it says and how to use it. Display the reminder bubble on the working 
wall.

3   Practise

Activity 1: Show me

 ● Write one of the root words from the word list on the whiteboard (e.g. spy) and ask the 
children to write the word using the suffix -ed (spied). Ask the children to ‘show me’ on the 
count of three.

 ● Repeat for the suffix -ing. 
 ● Give the children a different word (e.g. happy) and ask them to write the word using the 

suffixes -er and -est.
 ● Repeat using different words from the word list.

4   Apply

Activity 2: Match my ending

 ● Give the children a printout of Match my ending (see ‘You will need’).
 ● Ask the children to cut out the words on the second sheet and stick them into the table in 

the correct place depending on the suffix used.
 ● Tell the children that there are four extra words which are spelled wrong and they must be 

careful to make sure that they are stuck in the bin!
 ● Remind children to use the Reminder bubble words ending -y (see ‘You will need’) as 

support.

Activity 3: Add my suffix

 ● Remind children how to complete a crossword.
 ● Demonstrate how each letter goes in a square of the relevant number on the grid.
 ● Children to complete the crossword on Add my suffix (see ‘You will need’).
 ● Show the completed crossword on the whiteboard using the children to help.

5   Review

Activity 4: Search for the suffix

 ● Show the children the word search from Suffix finder (see ‘You will need’).
 ● Explain that each word can only go in one direction: horizontal, vertical or diagonal.
 ● Demonstrate how to find the first word, how to colour it and cross it off the list at the 

bottom of the page.
 ● When the children have finished, ask individuals to show on the whiteboard the location of 

each word.

Challenge!
Use the Spelling 
Fox Challenge: Can 
you help the lazy 
princess? to kick 
off or consolidate 
the learning. The 
children must help 
the Spelling Fox 
find the correct 
answers! Access 
online via My 
Rising Stars.


